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abor Day weekend is Lesbian
. Weekend in Monterey. Can two
extravagant events for women
sway ,Monterey towa~ds becoming
synonymous with Provincetown
and Dinah Shore?
ummer is here and so are the the next day with Country-Western Tea
women. For the first time in many Dance with dance lessons.
years, Monterey is playing host to
Robin Tyler, whose credits as an event
two huge gay events by two of the organizer include the three Marches , on
largest promot~rs on the
.
.
Washington and the first
Both events offer
gay comedy festival, has
West Coast.
woven a wide range of
The -Second Annual
"Labor Day In Monterey
activities into the schedparticipants a variety of ule, including concerts,
Women's Weekend" and
the first ever "Women's
yoga classes, a facilitated
Beach Fest" will bring
relationship workshop,
thousands of women
events: comedy nights, and a singles group.
from across the country
There are alcohol-free
to the Peninsula for three
events for those under 21
days over Labor Day
dancing, and the
as well, and gay youth
weekend, August 29-31.
are invited to attend.

S

No Competition

Hot Spots

opportunity to meet
Tyler, who talked about
Both
late
August
her coming out as a gay
t events offer participants
comic in the early 80s in
a variety of events: comUSA Today recently, was
worr,en from
edy nights, dancing, and
positive that Monterey's
the opportunity to meet
two women's weekends
women from every walk
could easily turn into
of life.
every walk of life.
women's weeks, such as
Club Skirt's events will
those now held annually
be at the Hyatt Regency in Monterey.
"Last year, I created a 'women only' envi- in Palm Springs during the Dinah Shore
ronment at The Hyatt," said Mariah golf tournament and in Provincetown.
Hanson of Club Skirts. "The secret to eight "There will be something for people with
years of huge Dinah Shore Weekend parties different interests, people of different ages.
has been exclusivity. The Hyatt Hotel is I wanUo provide activities for people with
designed so that, if we choose, we will not a variety of interests," said Tyler.
2,500 to 3,000 women are expected at this
see another guest on property all weekend
except a thousand other beautiful lesbian year's events.
women'"
The Women's Beach Fest at the Get In On the Act
Space is still available at both events as
Doubletree offers visitors and locals alike
more opportunities to take in the scenery The Paper goes to press. For information on
Club Skirts "Labor Day In Monterey
that Monterey is famous for.
A gala Tropical Paradise Ball kicks off the Women's Weekend", call (415) 337-4962. or
celebration in the DeAnza Ballroom of the on the Web at www.girlspot.com. For
Doubletree. A catered beach party and late · information on Robin Tyler's "Women's
night luau round out Saturday, followed Beach Fest", call (818) 893-4075.
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No "Morning After"
Pill for HIV Infection
Misunderstanding of New Treatment
Could Lead to Increased Gay Casualties
new treatment approved by
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control is being miscol)strued by some gay men as a
"magic bullet" for avoiding HIV infection after having unprotected sex.
The Post Exposure Prophylaxis
("PEP") therapy for health care workers
exposed to HIV during the course of
the'ir work consists of a month-long reg-

A

imen of a protease inhibitor plus ·two ·
other antiviral drugs.
Some gay men falsely believe that the
PEP treatment will "cure" them if
they're exposed to HIV during sex. This
misunderstanding could lure some gay
men into feeling more comfortable having risky sex with deadly consequences.

- · - · - ,. We're. Here, We're Queer.,_and We Know How to Write (and Make) Headlines

Continued on page 2
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"I have to say I have a lot of mixed feelings, " said Melville about his departure.
On one hand, Melville's new position wilt
allow him greater ability. to assist in
A-Gay Teen Alliance meeting is forming HIV/ AIDS housing issues; on the other
in Salinas. The starting date depends on the hand, his work at John XXIII is recognized
number of young people who respond.
by the community as outstanding.
The Gay Teen Alliance has done a remarkMelville wanted to reassure supports of
able job helping gay youth in Mont_erey John XXIII that he will continue to be
through a series of monthly meetings, involved in board-level committees. He
events, and social gatherings. The past and will retain his position on the Housing,
present coordinators both found trans- Fundraising, and Nominating Committees.
portation a roadblock since most of the - The application process for the new execteens don't yet have their driver's license or utive director closed Friday, July 11.
access to a car. ·
Contact Craig Wenzl at 772-8202 for information. The Gay Teen Alliance is for gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and questioning youth.
"Youth" is defined as anyope under 25.
The Monterey County· Gay Pride March
and Festival will be managed by a new
organization in 1997, the first meeting for
which is Thursday, July 17th in Monterey.
"Accountability is our watchword!" proclaims the new organization's flyer in
response to poor accQunting practices at
Tom rte t¥ille, Executive Director of John this year's festival.
XXIL AIDS Ministry in Monterey, will
The new group plans on filing with the
leave that organization on July 15 to state as a 501(c)3 non-profit organization,
become the interim coordinator of the which will require them to form a board of
Coalition of Homeless Service Providers of directors. For meeting time and location,
Monterey County. Melville has been with see the story on page 9 of this issue. For furJohn XXIII for _two and a half years.
ther information, call (408) 655-2045.

Gay Youth Program
Expands _In ·Salinas

Publisher's Note
f there is a lesson to be learned now
that the hoopla of the pride festivities has faded, it's that we will never
have a community until we recognize that we are not our own worst enemies.
If you're looking for a real cause, read
John Laird's political column in this
issue on domestic partnerships. If a community as closeted as Santa Cruz can
have it, why not Monterey?
As you may have noticed, a new group
has taken over organizing the pride fes
tival. This is what needed to happen, and
I have great faith in the organizers: You
should look forward to seemg great
things in '98.

I

Gay Pride Under
New Management

Popular Director of
Local AIDS Housing
Program Resigns

Who Is On Trial?
Before this year's gay pride march,
some locals expressed their disapproval
of a drag queen leading this year's pride
march. While I understand their reluctance to be associated with someone they
don't think represents the entire community, I reminded them that a) the drag
queen in question was the only one with
the vision and drive to organize
Monterey's first three pride festivals,
and b' ct1scnmmation based upon
appearance 1s never: acceptable.
Wnenever I'm faced with these sorts of
questions, I replace "drag queen" with
"African-American" or "wheelchairbound". If I don't find the result offensive, I give my approval.

Magic Kingdom
I recently took a trip to Disneyworld
(photo above), more specifically the science hall at EPCOT. The AT &T booth features free Internet access, which happily'
remains uncensored. Let it be known
that Monterey's gay community website
is now bookmarked for all the many
mouse-earred Easterners to see.

Change in
Advertising
Policy
NOTE: Because of
staffing shortages,
The Paper will no
longer provide free
layout services for
ads under 1/4 page.

MEDIAlert
by Al Kielwasser

Sex Offenders CD-ROM
Unfair for Gays?
Described as "one the most aggressive
attempts yet to keep people informed·of
sex offenders 'in their midst," a new CDROM provides the riames, addresses or
photographs of "64,000 people in
Californiawho have committed a broad
range of sex crimes since 1944"
(Associated Press, July 1). The aatabase
is available for browsi1J-g at local police
departments and other government
offices.
According to critics, the CD-ROM is

"No 'Morning After' Pill"
Continued from page 1
The .Monterey County AIDS Project
(MCAP) is taking measures locally to dispel myths surrounding the treatment.
MCAP's Education Director, Kirsten
Matsumoto, distributed a press release to
stave off the possibility of the media misinterpreting or reporting the treatment as a
"cure".
"I don't want to see people a few months
down the road testing positive just because
of som~thing they heard in the news," said
Craig Wenzl, the Man-to-Man HIV outreach worker for MCAP. -"It's big mistake
for someone to take a 1-in-5 chance for a
treatment that won't completely eradicate
HIV from your body."

a

Facts on the Treatment
The treatment, which requires the patient
to take three doses of three different drugs
every 8 hours without fail, doesn't work in
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ripe for misuse. "It's much too broad,"
says Michael McGlinn, an attorney for
two men included in the ~ew registry.
One of McGlinn's clients is "a 63-year~
old gay man arrested in the 1950s for
having oral sex with another sailor in a
parked car."
California Attorney General Dan
Lungren has "acknowledged that the
CD-ROM contains outdated or incomplete information on thousands of the
sex offenders." Lungreridid not propose
any remedies, however.
Contact: Office of the Attorney
General, P.O. Box 944255, Sacramento,
CA 94244-2550, tel. 800-952-5225 or 916322-3360,www.ns.net/ caag/; California
Department of Justice, P. 0. Box 903387
Sacramento, CA 94203, tel. 916-227-3743:

Errata from May/June
Allanis Mayan's article on A Gay
Evening in May mistakenly stated that
Sini Man's song "This Song" was dedicated to his brother. It was actually dedicated to his ex-boyfriend.

approximately 20% of
patients. The drug regimen, which holds great
promise for those chronically infected with HIV,
has not been shown to
completely rid the body of
the virus.
The treatment, informally known as the "cocktail"
is designed to be administered 72-hours after exposure and must be followed
for ·an entire month. The
cost of the medicine
involved is $500-~00 and it MCAP's Salinas offices: the agency is actively trying to dispel rumors about.
is not covered by insurance. the PEP treatment in gay circles.
Some strains of HIV are resistant to the ous," said Joy Rubey, Executive Director
combination and failure on the regimen for the MCAP. "This isn't the magic bullet
due to missing doses, which can cause everyone was hoping for."
untreatable mutations of the virus, is comFor information on HIV/ AIDS issues,
mon. "The myth of a 'morning after' pill contact Craig Wenzl at MCAP's Salinas
for HIV prevention is tempting but danger- office, (408) 772-8202. -WK
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Au~st 29-31, 1997
at The Hyatt Regency
One Golf Cour~e Road

Reserve your room today.
rooms start at $130
1-408--3 72-1234
Mention Club Skirts for reduced rate
Local residents- you do not have to stay at the Hyatt
to attendour world renowned events!
Our ticket price remains the same for everyone! ·

Three huge dance parties:
with special guest DJ _Page Hodel!

Friday - All Aboard II
Saturday - Marooned
Sunday - The Rescue Party
Celebrity Golf Scramble! ·
with Chastity Bono, Col. Margarete
Cammermeyer and Judy Nelson

All levels welcome

. Sunday Pool Party

·

with live bands - SF's Soul Divine
and LA's Cat Blues
Call for a detailed brochure for
info on hotel, parties, advance tickets,
planned day excursions & golf .

1-415-337-4962
or visit our website: www.girlspot.com

cfl! ·A~
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5aleJYJ· Girlfriends
ODYSSEY
MA~NE
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Jay Adeff
Photograp.her
Portraits, Portfolios, Weddings, & Photo Restorations

,

-

by Jerry Sloan
Contri"/Juting Writer

CAROL W. THOMPSQN, EA
TAXpayer ADVOCATE

Tax Preparation • Appeals
Audits • Collection Problems
Admitted to Practice Before the lntemol Revenue Service

(408) 373..0553

i40 West Franklin St.~ Suite 206

FAX: (408) 373-:5533

MotttereY~ California 93940

~
0
~

IJctnu;at1 Maniage&Famllyfteraplst

Payelaothenpyfor ladtriduab & coapletl

_27875 Berwick Dr., Ste. D,
Carmel, CA 93923
648-4405
#MFC 84524

Too M. PRITCHETT
ATTORNEY AT LAW

2IOO GAR.Df.N ROAD
B. Surm C 30I

(408) 644-9855

ButLDlNG

FAX: (408) 649~3650

MON'IBREY, CA 93940

Tom Tanner
Certified Massage Practitioner

753-0149

Jerry B. Abernathy
Travel Consultant
408.626.2000
408.626.2006 (fax)

On Lincoln at 6th
Carmel, CA 93920
1.800.997 .3225

Port of Carmel Trf ,
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he Free Congress Foundation which receives
financial backing from the Coors Family run
Castle Rock Foundation has filed a Friend of
the Court Brief in the Hawaii same-sex -marriage case.
On May 7, 1997, the Free Congress Foundation was
joined in a brief filed by the National Legal Foundation
along with sixteen of the nation's leading anti-gay organizations, such as the Traditional Values Coalition,
Concerned Women for America, Coral Ridge Ministries,
the American -Family Association and Colorado for
Farru,_ly Values.
~
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Gay Marriage
Repugnant

. JOAN MORTENSEN, M.A.

lesbian travel groups
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Schizophrenia Thy
Name is Coors

(408) 375-8341

Monterey, CA

-

Heritage to the tune-of hundreds of thousands of grant
dollars each year.
Given the fact that some of this grant money comes
from the dividends of the Class B stock, and that those
dividends are a result of the profits which comes from
the sale of Coors Beer and other Coors' products such as
Zima, it is therefore a fact that every time a gay /lesbian
person purchases any Coors product some portion of
that purchase will ultimately be used to fund anti-gay
causes and organizations.

Coors' Split Personality

While the Family and the various Coors enterprises
would like for the trans/les/bi/gay communify to
believe they are this outstanding progressive company
fighting for gay equality, the truth is they continue to be
a major funder and agitator of
anti-gay causes.
Indeed, the family and compa~
One personality is busy
ny actions are like those of a
person with multiple personality disorder who is unaware of
promoting the idea of a
the presence of another person- .
ality. The Coors Brewing
gay friendly Coors, while
Company and its representatives refuse to acknowledge any
connection between the brew:the other personality is
ing company and the foundations or the actions of. the leadfunding some of the most ers (executive officers) the
Adolph Coors Company in
virulent anti-gay organiza- funding anti-gay causes
opposed to company policy.
· One personality is busy protions in the country who . moting the idea of a gay friendly Coors, while the other perfi Ie legal writs claiming we , sonality-is funding some of the
most virulent anti-gay organizations in the country who file
are "repugnant_."
.legal writs claiming we are
"repugnant."

A _ theme which appears
throughout the brief states samesex marriage is "repugnant" to
"nature's law and nature's God.';
It further declares, "the
approval of same sex marriage-will have a detrimental effect on
our society, the gravity of which
cannot be overstated."
Jeffery Coors is the Chairman
of the Board of the Free Congress
,
Foundation.
While Jeffery Coors has no offidal capacity with Adolph Coors
Company or Coors Brewing
Company he serves as joint president along with his brother
Joseph, Jr., of ACX Technologies,
a Coors spinoff, whfch sells over
a $100 million a year of starch
and paper packaging to the
brewing company.
Jeffery Coors is also a member
of the Board of the Castle Rock Foundation.
The board of directors of the Adolph Coors Company,
Adolph Coors Foundation, the Castle Rock Foundation
and ACX Technologies are all chaired by William K.
Coors.
Peter Coors is the Vice President of the Adolph Coors
Company, the Chief Executive Officer of the Coors
Brewing Company, a subsidiary of the Adolph Coors
Company, and a director of the Castle Rock Foundation
and the Adolph Coors Foundation. Other Castle Rock
Foundation board members are a Rev. Robert Windsor
and Holly Coors, who is the ·mother of Jeffery and the
former wife of Joseph Coors who helped found both the
Heritage Foundation and Free Congress. Foundation.
In 1993 the Castle Rock Foundation was spun off from
the Adolph Coors Foundation with some$ 36,000,000 in
assets. Part -o f those assets are 732,413 share of Class B
non-voting stock of the Adolph Coors Company which
is held jointly with the Adolph Coors Foundation.
Today Castle Rock assets are nearing $60,000,000.
The board of the Adolph Coors Foundation and the
Castle Rock F9undation is a "mirror board" composed
of the same people.

Funding the Fundies
For many years the Adolph Coors Foundation, and
since its inception, the Castle Rock Foundation, has generously funded the Free Congress F9undation and the

Short Term Memory Lo~s
Conversely, the lesbian and gay community seems to
be suffering from the same malady. Many of our institutions, i.e., our -Pride celebrations, community centers,
print media, and various cultural organizations, blinded
by the prospect of grants or ads, appear to swollow
without question the Coors Company line.
9n-the the other hand these same G /L organizations
fret and fume at the work of anti-gay organizations like
the Free Congress Foundation but again appear to deny
or overlook Coors is a source of funding.
An ancient and wise rabbi once said no one could
serve God and Mammon at the same time and that
many people don't let their right hand J_mow what their
left hand is doing.
In that same vain one cannot be "gay friendly" and
continue to fund anti-gay causes nor can the translesbi·
gay community declare victory when Coors comes to it
with a Trojan horse and whithered olive branch.

Jerry Sloan has been researching Coors political contributions
in California since 1980. He is the president of Project Tocsin,
a Sacramento-based grassroots organiza.tion which monitors
the political activities of the Theocratic Right in California.
He also successfully pursued a law suit against Jerry Falwell
with the profits of the law suit used to Jound the Lambda
Community Center. A Tocsin (tahk' - sin) t& a bell used for
sounding an alarm or the sound made by it.

.
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umor:
A current story or
fabrication passing
from one to another
without any known
authority for its truth

Come See
What We're
Really About
80's Party at the A.D. a Huge Success
The two guests pictured above play it like Siouxie at the second "decade" party by
Sound Spin'n Productions in Monterey. The May 25th event was a resounding success,
raising over $250 in donations to help the Monterey County AIDS Project. ,
Over 200 women and men attended the flashy event at the After Dark nightclub in
Monterey. DJ John J and DJ Dino spun the best of the 80's, from ABBA to Parliament
Funkadelic.

Kitchens
Windows
Carpet
Ti I e
Window Treatments
HomeFurnishings
And More

Peninsula Home
Design Center
1021 Broadway
Seaside, CA 93955
408/393.:.8500
Open Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 11-5

Pansy In the
Midst .
Patrick Goodwin (above~ left), the new guitarist
many credit with turning around the gay tock group
Pansy Division, visited Monterey during our Gay
Pride Festival. Pansy Division is beginning a new
cross-country tour this month in Ohio and will feature
fewer."dick songs."

Broadway
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In Seaside

Proudly Serving All The Communities On The Peninsula
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Past Out

When Did the
620 Munr~ Avenue
Monterey, California 93940
(408)649-3520

American Gay &
Lesbian Press Begin?

Jill Bernier

Janet Gordon

~8~+8~ ~~~~~l§~t§
~8~+8~ ~~~~~,§~t§
MORTON APPRAISALS

F

MORTON APPRAISALS
Cert# AA025717
Conventional & FHA

TONY MORTON
(408) 475-4522
Fax (408) 476-9555
Mob (408) 892-4438

1768 Del Mar Ct., Santa Cruz, CA 95062

Supportive Psychotherapy Groups
From Wedded Wife to Lesbian Life: for married/ once married
lesbians and wondering wives to explore and affirm the choices
they make regarding sexuality. Prime Time: for mid-life lesbians
to work on feeling more satisfied as they negotiate the 40's and
beyond. Alternate Thursday evenings in Santa Cruz.

For more information: Deborah Abbott, MA, MFCC
408.464.2168
Individual sessions also available

Too M. PRITCHETT
ATTORNEY AT LAW

2100 GAROE.."l ROAD
B, SrnTE C 30I

( 408) 644-9855
FAX: ( 408) 649<~650

BUILDING

MONTEREY, CA 93940

Tom Tanner
. Certified Massage Practitioner

753-0149.

Jerry B. Abernathy
Travel Consultant
408.626.2000
408.626.2006 (fax)

On Lincoln at 6th
Carmel, CA 93920
1.800.997.3225
,,
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·~ repre,senting R.S. V.P., Atlantis;- Men
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lesbian travel gro~p~.
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eral other contributors-though
none was ever given a byline.
Many of the issues addressed in
(subtitled "America's Gayest
Magazine") are still commonly discussed in the lesbian and gay press a
half-century later. The magazine
published a ·s hort story about a lesbian wedding, a poem by Eyde
which frowned upon butch hair and
clothing styles among her fellow lesbians, and a movie review objecting
that the movie version of the classic
lesbian novel The Well of Loneliness
was insulting to lesbians.
Vice Versa was unwaveringly
upbeat and cheery-a conscious
strategy on Eyde's part to combat

bars, for example, for fear that they
would be raided or shut down. And
ifty years ago this summer,
several years would pass before
the first hand-typed copies
American gays and lesbians would
of the first lesbian publicaexplicitly portray themselves as a
tion in America began to be
social group with a political agenda.
circulated among lesbians in Los
Although Vice Versa as not expressAngeles. Vice Versa was a far cry
ly political, the very act of representfrom today's professional gay and
ing women-loving women's lives in
lesbian publications, ~ut it served
the late 1940s was bold and risky. By
much the same purpose - albeit on a
creating a conduit by which lesbians
smaller scale.
could communicate with one anoth- .
Vice Versa was created by Edyth
er-and perhaps more importantly,
Eyde, a 26-year old California
by helping lesbians think about
woman who had only been part of
themselves as part of a communithe lesbian "scene" for about a year.
ty-Vice Versa nurtured the seed
(Eyde never used a byline in her
which would grow in the next
publication, but later went under
decade into America's first lesbians
the pseudonym "Lisa Ben," an
ocial and political organiza-anagram
for
lesbian).
tions.
Somewhat lonely, and eager to
The reader response was
expand her circle of friends
overwhelming.
Without
beyond the "gay gals" who
access to a printer, Eyde was
Vice Versa was
hung out at Los Angeles' If
forced to deny repeated
Club, Eyde decided to start ~
requests from lesbians for
magazine for lesbians. She
more
copies of the publicaunwaveringly upbeat and
called it Vice Versa, because its
tion. The letters to the editor
readers had been accused of
expressed a sense that Vice
"vice," but she felt their lives
cheery-a conscious strategy Versa served as an oasis in a
were really just "v~rsa" that of
desert of misinformation and
the rest of the population.
silence
about lesbian life. One
on Eyde's part to combat
As an underworked secretary
woman wrote: "May your
for an executive at RKO
jaunt into journalesbianism
Studios, Eyde was given
negative mainstream press
prove to have the angels' supexplicit instructions to "look
port."
busy" at all times, even when
Eyde produced a total of
accounts of gay and
there was no work to be done.
nine issues of Vice Versa over
She therefore had both the time
nine months, until her job
and the equipment to type
assignment was changed in
lesbian life.
issues of her new magazine.
early 1948. She no longer had
Eyde would use RKO' s heavyaccess to a typewriter or the
duty typewriter to type an
time to devote to the magaoriginal copy of Vice Versi~ plus
zine. Nonetheless, her perfive carbons, and then she
sonal life had been enriched
would repeat the process-meaning negative mainstream press accounts by all the women she met while proeach issue had a circulation of exact- of gay and lesbian life. More than 20 ducing Vice Versa, and she predicted
ly twelve. Shewould then distribute years before the first gay pride that the gay and lesbian press had a
those copies through friends and at parade, Vice Versa was unabashed in bright future even without her. In an
lesbian bars (she stopped mailing its enthusiasm for homosexuality. editorial, she wrote:
copies when a friend warned her One essay stated: "How much more
"Perhaps even Vice Versa might be
she was risking jail time) and urged beautiful, in every way, are women . the forerunner of better magazines
the women who read it to 'pass the than men! I am glad that I was not dedicated to the third sex, which _in
copy along to other women. Many predestined to be oblivious to and some future time might take their
did, and Eyde once estimated that unattracted by feminine charm. rightful place on the newsstands
each copy was read by several How thankful I am to have been beside other publications, to be
dozen women.
born in womanly form and yet 'to available openly and without
A typical issue of the free publica- possess the capacity of appreciating restriction to those who wish to read
tion-which at its thickest contained to the fullest extent feminine beau- them."
20 pages-consisted of fiction, poet- ty!"
David Btanc0 M.A., is the author of
ry, essays, book and film reviews,
But Vice Versa contained no news, Modern Je'ldISn History for Everyone.
and letters to the editor. Most of the no political columns-and not a sin- He can be reached care of this publicacontent was written by Eyde, but gle advertisement. Eyde was afraid tion or through his E-mail address:
after the first few issues she had se to publicize the locations of lesbian AriBianco@aol.com.

By David Bianco
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Music Review

Our Reputation
IS Steak

Puff Puff
by Waylon Katz

Music Editor
he remarkable thing about k.d.
lang's latest release isn't the novelty of its approach. Smoking has
always been love's metaphor
because of its tactile and addictive aspects.
Rather, "Drag" succeeds because of lang's
consistency of tone-the slightly strained
melancholy familiar to country listeners
but new to lang's pop to folk audience.
This is perhaps best exemplified in her
cover of the schmaltzy theme from "The
Valley of the Dolls" which is rich with sentimentality like a weathered photo of an ex
flame who was sexy in all the wrong ways
but eventually didn't bother to return your
phone calls.
Other songs include more from the
lounge: "Smoke Dreams", "Life is Like a
Cigarette", and "Smoke Rings", the last of
which fairly drips with countrified sar- casm. Two unusual choices-"The Air that

T

I

I Breathe" and "The Joker"-are less successful but will probably get more airplay.
For a tobacco addict like myself, these
tunes are taken at face value. After digging
through the trash for butts, after dragging
myself to ratty convenience stores at 4 a.m.
for a fresh pack, after standing in gale force
winds in the freezing rain because the goddamn P.C.s won't let me smoke inside-I
know that of which tJ::tis woman speaks.
The verdict: buy it, pour yourself a neat
scotch, light up a couple of Winstons, and
play it for someone you love to hate to love.

Oak Eired California Grill

Entertai
Sliding into First
According to "Variety" (June 19), "The
Dreyfus Affair"-Peter Lefcourt's 1992
novel about "a gay love affair between the
shortstop and second baseman of a Major
League Baseball team-has been optioned
by Fox for Betty Thomas to direct in a _d eal
worth in the mid-six figures."
If all goes well, Thomas could begin work
on the film "sometime next year." Disney
had originally optioned the long-anticipated project, but (amidst some controversy)
opted not to make the film. As "Variety"
reports: "While the studio was moving
ahead on a sequel to 'Angels in the
Outfield,' it nixed gays in· the infield."

Servinq Dinner Niqhtly irom 5:00 p.m.-- Closed Mondays ·

Dong's latest documentary~Licensed to
Kill-is the third in a series on homosexuality and homophobia. His films_include
C_oming Out Under Fire and Outrage '69.
The Asian American International Film
Festival has become a leading exhibitor of
films by Asians and Asian Americans. The
annual festival premieres· each summer in
New York, and then begins a national tour.
Contact: Asian CineVision, 32 East
Broadway, New York, NY 10002, tel. 212925-8685.
.

Asian Film Fest Recognizes
Gays
This year's Asian American International
Film Festival, which begins its 20th season
on July 18, will honor Arthur Dong with
the "1997 Asian American Media Award."

All Entrees Include Baked or Garlic Mashed Potatoes,
Grilled Polenta and Fresh Garden Vegetable
Rib Eye Steak ............. .. .......................... ·........... .15.95
Served with a peppercorn Mer lot reduction sauce.
Top Sirloin .............................................. .... .... . 14.95
Served with a roasted onion Madeira sauce.
New York Steak . ................................................. .15.95
Tender New York topped with an herbed Roquefort butter and mushroom sauce.
Filet Mignon .................. .- ...... _. ........................... .16.95
Served with a chardonnay, pordni mushroom glaze.
Rack of Lamb .................................................... .18.95
Wood-fired and served with a balsamic and herbed butter reduction sauce.

queen of cups

More Dish
In other movie news, "Variety's" (June 26)
"Dish" columnist, Michael Fleming, reports
that: "Rupert Everett, the dashing British
actor who is a scene-stealer as Julia Roberts'
gay best biend in TriStar's My Best Friend's
Wedding, is in talks to become Hollywood's
first gay secret agent."
According to Fleming, "sources said
TriStar's near a deal to develop a vehicle for
Everett to play a gay British intelligence
officer. The openly gay actor pitched it to
the studio and will co-write the action
thriller with writing partner Mel
Bordeau~." The film's working title is P.S. I
Love You.

Entrees

she walks by; a breeze against my face,
all long lines, sine curves,
her hair like silk sliding over her body.
she's Botticelli's Venus.
she's my horizon,
my golden sunrise,
and I'm jumbled angles, awkward corners;
longing flashes neon in my eyes.
she is beautiful.
she is the queen of cups on her throne,
holding the mystery
in her two hands,
and I am the two of swords,
becoming eight.

Applewood Smoked Pork .. '.................. . ....................... 13.95
Medallions of porl, accompanied with an apple-cranberry chutney.
Babyback Ribs .................... . ... ... . 1/2 Rack 11.95 .. .Full Rack 14.95
Full or half a rack served with Brix' Carl_!_lina honey bar-b-que sauce.
Wood-Fired .Split Chicken ............................................ .9.95
1/2 chicken grilled with a roasted garlic rosemary glaze.
Salmon Fillet ........................................ . ............. .13.95
Grilled and served with a refreshing dill p-eam sauce.

Fifth

if I could paint her,
I would give her wings.
©maura kathleen beddes
july 241995
Sixth

Monterey's 3rd Annual
Pride Festival Draws 1,200
onterey's 3rd Gay Pride
Festival and 2nd Gay Pride
March drew over 1,200 locals
. ..
and visitors June 7th & 8th, up
s1gruficantly from last year's events.

M

~onterey Pride March
While turnout was lighter than expected
due to overcast skies, the march down
Lighthouse Blvd. in New Monterey drew
over 200 local celebrants in a colorful and
enthusiastic show of local gay pride.
March organizer Wes Kashiwagi was
pleased with the show of support, especially the large number of young men g.nd
women under 21. "Monterey can finally has
a pride celebration that is making a difference in our community" said Kashiwagi.
"We had coverage in every paper and on
every TV station. It's become the best
opportunity for gay men and women to
show their peers that they aren't alone in
this city, and perhaps more importantly to
show the diversity of our community."

P~otos by Alan Stephenson and Wes Kashiwagi

Monterey Pride Festival
An estimated 1,000 women and men gathered at Monterey Bay Park along the bay on
Sunday for an afternoon of fun, although
the celebration was cut short by unexpectedly high winds. Over 20 vendors and
social and service organizations gave festival-goers a chance to see how the local gay
community has grown over the past year.
Pride founder Scott Steinman presided
over the event, and accepted the proclamation by the Monterey County Supervisors
contested earlier in the week by Christian
fundamentalists.
.Local politico Dave Potter gave an empass10ned speech voicing-his support of the
right of lesbians and gays to share in the
sa~e rights o~r straight counte~parts enjoy
without question. Matt Friday and Bruce
Carlson collected proclamations and letters
fro1;11 the California State Assembly and
Senate, as well as from the White House
and the U.S. Congress. Pacific Grove,
Marina, Carmel, SeasideJ and Monterey all
supported the weekend of events by issuing proclamations.
The events raised' approximately $550 in
donations for next year's events.

1Q97 Community
Pride ·Award
Winners
Gay Person of the Year
Ernie Sanchez, owner of Franco's
Norma Jean in Castroville

Most Out

Big 01' Queen Award
Cummeal Lofton

Best Dressed
Michl Pierce, Maggie

Worst Jokes
Larry Perrigo

Couples of the Year
Flanders Setchel & Kim
Michael Kimmel & George Zavala

Kevin Logan, Autumn Unck

Most Political

Most Talented
Tony Kaforski

Newcomer Award
Service Award
Bill Twyford

Community Building
Bruce & Tex of the Monterey Bay Bears

Organization of the Year
Gay Teen Alliance

Craig Wenzl

New Businesses
Lighthouse Bar & Grill, Eddie's

Most Supportive Business
Kevin Hartley and Weldon Webb of the
After Dark nightclub

·
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-
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Special Thanks to
Supervisor Dave Potter and the
Monterey
County
Board
of
Supervisors • Glen Schaller • Mel
Mason • Sandra Koffman • ,M ayor
Ken White and City Council of
Carmel • Mayor James Vocelka and
City Council of Marina • Mayor Dan
Jordan and the _Seaside City Council•
City Councilwoman Helen Rucker •
Mayor Dan Albert and City Council of
Monterey • Councilwoman Ruth .
Vreelan_d • Assemblyman Fred Keeley
• Senator Bruce McPherson • U.S.
Senator Barbara Boxer • U.S.
Congressman Sam Farr • Bruce
Carlson and Matt Friday • Torn Crudo
and Danny Azevedo • Kevin Hartley
and Weldon Webb and the handsome
staff of the After Dark • Ted Roach
and the equally handsome staff of the
Lighthouse Bar & Grill • Brad Harlan
• and the many, many others without
whom this event would not have been
possible.

·-
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·
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'98 Pride
Planriing
Begins July
17th
new organization will meet
Thursday, July 17th at 7:30 in
Monterey to start organizing
next year's gay pride march ·a nd
festival . Pride of Monterey Ccnmty will be
a state registered 501(c)3 non-profit organization run by community members.

A

Accountability is the
Difference
Monterey resident Brad Harlan has
stepped forward to coordinate the effort.
.Flyers have been distributed to bring new
members into the organization.

- --
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At the first meeting, members will ,ote
on the groups Board of Directors and ask
for volunteers to head committees. Harlan
has identified fundraising for next year's
festival as the group's top priority.

Meet Here
Pearl

What They're About
The groups statement of purpose reads as
follows: "Pride of Mqnterey County© is a
non-profit organization dedicated to the
celebration of the lives of gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgendered people. To
accomplish this end, Pride of Monterey
County© will create and/ or sponsor activities and events which will raise awarenes;
of the gay, lesbi~n, bisexual and transgendered community in Monterey Courity,
and of how the people of this community
are integrated into Monterey County as a
whole."
'
, 'J think this is- where Monterey's Gay
Pride celebration needs to go," said Pride
co-founder Wes Kashiwagi. "Now that we
have support from the community at·large,
we can concentrate more on growing the
festival rather than maxing out our VISA
cards. It's a great opportunity to have your

First Nat'I
Bank Adobe
Community
Room

Parking

Map to the First National Bank Adobe Community
Room in Monterey

say in what happens next year." Kashiwagi
added that The Paper plans ori sponsoring a
float for Monterey's gay community in San
Francisco's 1998 Gay Pride parade.
For more information call 655-2045.

CoID
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Gay Happenings on the Cent

July
Mon,14th
Exclusive Monterey County
Premiere of Stonewall
Don't miss the July 14th (two ~howings, 6:45 p.m. and 9::30
p.m.) at the Dream Theatre in Monterey (cross streets Prescott
and Lighthouse). Stonewall will not be shown anywhere else in
Monterey County. One night only! Tickets $25, Visa or
MasterCard gratefully accepted. Call Katherine at 655-1737 for
ticket information.

Gay Coffee Chat at Morgan)
Every Monday. An informal gathering of local lesbians and
gays at Morgan's Coffee and Tea, 498 Washington in Monterey.
A very friendly group to get together outside of a bar atmosphere. Starts around 7 p.m.

Thurs,17th

Tues, 29tl1
Monterey PFLAG Meeting
Every fourth Tuesday at the Unitarian Church, 490 Aguajito
Road in Monterey from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Confidentiality
assured. Call 655-3524 for information on speakers and topics.

August
Fri, 1st
Monterey Bay Bears Meeting
The first Friday of every month. Quickly becoming' one of the
most popular and active gay social organization in Monterey
County. Open to all. l'y1eets in Seaside. Call Bruce or Tex at (408)
646-1482 or 646-0846. E-mail MontereyBayBears@usa.net.

Sun., 31st

Sun, 3rd
Run for Shelter
Raise money for the YWCA of Monterey County. Registration at
7 a.m., start/finish at Lover's Point in Pacific Grove. $17 by July
24th, $20 after. Awards presentation at 11 a.m. Call Linda at
(408) 649-0834 for more information.

Dancing.at Franco's
Join the fun at the only gay bar between Monterey and San Jose.
DJ, full bar, drag show at around midnight. Friendly crowd.
Every Saturday at Franco's. 10639 Merritt St. in Castroville. $5
cover. 633-2090

Eddie's Goes Lesbian
DJs spins the hottest dance mix at Monterey County's only les- ·
bian night. A great bar with a growing reputation for its fun
and friendly clientele. (And that Eddie serves a rhean BBQ.)
Every Saturday at Eddie's,

Sun, 20th

Seasons of Love: An Evening of
Caring and Sharing
The Grande Cypress Empire of Monterey County presents their
most lavish event of the year at the Monterey Conference
Center. Catered dinner by the Monterey Marriot offers everything from stuffed game hen to a vegetarian plate. Shpw featuring a select group of local entertainers. Silent auction benefits
the Monterey County AIDS Project, Santa Cruz AIDS Project,
and John XXIII AIDS Ministry. Tickets are $100 per person,
$175 per couple in advance. Group and individual sponsors are
being sought. Call Michael Pina at (408) 394-6846 for time, and
location

PPN Meeting
Join the largest gay organization on the Central Coast for informative speakers and refreshments at the homes of other members. Call Del or Donn at 659-2446 for time and location.

The most fun you can have on a Sunday afternoon in Monterey.
Great mixed crowd and cheap drinks. What could be better?
Every Sunday from 2 p.m. at the Lighthouse Bar & Grill (formerly Title IX) 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-4488.

Wed, 27th.

Fri, 5th
Monterey Bay Bears Meeting
The first Friday of every month. Call Bruce or Tex at (408) 6461482 or 646-0846. E-mail MontereyBayBears@usa.net.

.Wed, · 10th

That's the way, uh huh, uh huh. From PFunk tq Boy George to
pre-motherhood Madonna, it's all soooo danceable. Very lively
crowd. Every Sunday at the After Dark. Doors at 8. No cover,
but bring your boogie shoes. 214 Lighthouse Ave. in Monterey
373-7828. The editors particularly love the spontaneous Soul
Train lines.
·

PPN Meeting
Speakers and a chance to mingle. Call Del or Donn at 659-2446
for time and location.

James Brady

•

Deadline for "The Paper" .
Submit your new stories, poems, comments, cartoons, letters, or
whatever about your favorite subject and mine: gay life. .
Lesbian-themed articles especially sought. Advertising deadline
is Tuesday, Sept 2nd. The Sept/Oct issue prints Saturday, Sept
13th. Call Wes at (408) 655-3756 for mote information. E-mail
wes@mbaynet. Monterey's gay website is at
www.mbay.net/-wesJmonterey /

Every Monday. An informal gathering of local lesbians and
gays at Morgan's Coffee and Tea, 498 Washington in Monterey.
A very friendly group to get together outside of a bar atmosphere. Starts around 7 p .m.

Beer Bust at the Lighthouse
Bar & Grill

E--i·

Mon, 1st

Gay Coffee Chat at Morgan's

Wed,· 13th

Retro Night at the After Dark

Every Sunday from 2 p.m. at the Lighthouse Bar & Grill (formerly Title IX) 28LLighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-4488.

September

Sat, 9th
Sat, 19th

Beer Bust at the Lighthouse
Bar & Grill

Specializing in
· Psychotherapy Groups for
Gay and Bisexual Men

JAMIE MORAN, LCSW

LICENSED CLINICAL SOCIAL
W O R K E R • L C- S I 4 4 4 7

Menlo Park• Palo Alto• San Francisco

415-552-9408

ADS and ARTICLES
due SEPTEMBER 2nd
Subscription are
$12 a Year
(still a steal)

SATURDAY, AUGUST l ·
0-rrt~N~~l:o:JV

JbE~CH p~~tt
1-5 PM on the Beach at Pirates Cove
with music by White Light

· •11•111>1 1C•JI)
• Dance Lessons
...
Country Western & Ballroom
t} \,,,,
• Cr~ating Conscious Lovi~~ Relationships.1.1
for singles and couples. Fac11Ttated by Sot1ik , ._ ~.,-..:

r b
~

I a_

U

-r _

.

Tinker & ~e~~~~,~~;u~;~~~vework~·1,~• h""___;.;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _e1_u_r_T_._
· ·· -~_=.e_.-.·_·_:~_·.
_··_, ·
·i_
:

·l:suNDAY EVENING, AUGUST 31, 7 -1
f .t'l'' &' l?H,:/l.c h ftst C©tn ¢cl~ C©.(\~

Meet & Greet other single women

y@)m
;ft!

;"~i

t

Monterey Conference Center next to the DoubleTree ~tel
Aprcs Concert Dance Party with Claudette, Sexy DJ l O pm ~-· 1 am

IIf~~et Prices (per person)
;;:T'rg.piyal Paradise Ball-Friday Evening ..................... ... ...................:.............. $20.00
Lessons (Country Western, Ballroom)
J ?:~lf, Workshops-Sat & Sun ................................................................... .. .... $25.00
.J?ir~a}~_Party, Pirates Cove-Sat. 1 PM-6 PM and Lesbian Luau-Feast
YiJ:;ri~rta inmentPirates Cove-Saturday 6 PM- 10 PM ...................... $55.00

iDab#e.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 31

B4-1VC~ LE$$~~:JV$
Country Western & Ballroom

0-rrt~N~o::<>.:JV
• Country Western Tea Dance
- 3 - 6 PM with Donna E DeAnza Ballroom. DoubleTree Hotel
• Cor:iscious Loving:

From Fighting &Blaming to Co·Creation. For singles ~nd . ·
couples. Facilitated by Sonika Tinker &Debra Rein,
co-founders of Loveworks. Judy Carter's Stand-Up
COMEDY WORKSHOP
Ro~in Tyler's The History of American Comedy Workshop

•

i~~,~~~~~:e;~: ~:~~:--~::~~:~:~:M·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$:,~~~

. -. . . 'e:{~~r;nedy Concert- Sunday 7-10PM ............................................. $25.0Q
-frc~f<t;, Women's Dance-Sun. 10PM-1 AM .............. ...................... $20.00 ·
·-.:~~ ~ASED INDIVIDUALLY ....................................................... $180.0o.'
1

C:fl~pLUSIVE EVENT PAS~ Up to $70 savines!
For Bea -.. ,, ·t~uests st,aying at the DoubleTree
(if p~'Peh~~~0 ~Y Juiy 20. 1997) ..................................................... ..
(if purchtJJ.f~d'after July 20, 199.7
......._,..._
......·,./.~" ............. ..
., h FestrW,omen NO, staying ·"
. urchaJ;d by J,uly 20, 1997) '.
. :urchas~d :fftef Jµly 20, 19
,.•.,,·.......... ,; ... ,......,.,t,•·

51NG~E5: ROOMSHARE: We will try to ma .
Aug.10,1997, ,rnd give you the choice of purch
TOTAL HOTEL PACKAGE The above prices are
available. Please call for price and availability.
Pets: Sorry, no Pets Permitted. RY's: There a
Camping: There are campgrou~qv~!lf .

.Vl' J?Ur .• L ; L /

oubfe ro;ms on() but cannot guarantee roommate. Pleas~J]lput smofiriglfidri sfff6fiiig and'bheck SINGLE. If we cannot find you a roommate, we will let you know by
/)Vi ,,,/,,,,;;,.
3 wr :}#M'"·'""''',· <&ti:\
1
h. A~er July 20 add $20.00 per person, •. .e ~ye,l ;fackage and $20.0crper perso~fbr th~·wa~I package. There are a limited number of BayView rooms and suites
Must be submitted with your t icket purcha~e'for,fy~pife Festival by 7/ 20/97. 12 St1p;F'roqr~m Jffj:,~4 hour hospitality room.
·
campgrounds available within 15-30 minutes froil tt ne DoubleTree. Call Robin for i~fmati(~;.
··;;;kt\
,_Ci,~tisible to Disabled: Concert/workshop will b'~f~terpreted for hearing impair · on req~.pt.
'·

<

t room by yourself, or cance11ing.

Jil~i]l

·~:=:.~:

Name: (1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _,--_ __

(2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._~===-~~-k':'.. __,,,....
...;o/_,,;;;.· _

I (we) wish

.-:.f/·
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,..._;.·-...,,
,. _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone(

~~me of ~ t .

Enclosed is a check or Money Order for $ _ _ _ _ _
. .;:. \·~....
.
for _ _ _ _ # of people.
J'/.·
"\,

(2)

THE COMPLETE 3-NIGHT HOTEL INCLUDING TOTAL EVENT PACKAGE

'

CC:.faM,

#,

Day

2.: 1· . .· ·<l.v·}'"

. :jy(J:·foihl'd;i>

.F

·

pie

"'\:,lL. /' ·

'.)~1t;J'hc!,?;$~1:Vrffy: D ½.pt;ck (no checks after 7/20/97)

t? purchase individual ti¢~~ts to:

~
??E[~~E~
.
,_:,·\,:;_;,._",.::-,. . _.

Pric; ,l_[_f_t_·.~. [:_;

t>

(3) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Exp. Date _ _ _ Acct # _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _., · ··
Print Name as it appears on ca rd:
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Bears Pride Beer Bust

· Women's Weekend in .Provincetown in the fall!

'.!.!~¢.Gay Games ~n Amsterdam July 31-August 9, 1998!

FourWinds
Travel
Where the good times begin

is the Monterey Peninsula's first and onjy member of the
International Gay Travel Agents Association
International Gay Travel Assodation

· Specializing in:
.- Mardi Gras in Sydney
or New Orleans
.- Key West
.- Provincetown
.- Mr. Leather
.- Lesbian Cruises,
.- Gay Cruises
.- African Adventures
.- Leisure Travel
.- Eco Travel
.- Business Travel

Make FourWinds Travel
your one stop business
or leisure travel
headquarters•

408-622-0SOOThe Barnyard

The Monterey Bay Bears first fundraiser raised $128 for the Monterey County AIDS
Project. (Above left) An attendee buys an inseam's worth of raffle tickets. Local gay ownedbusinesses and individuals contributed prizes. The group, which now has almost 50 members, plans to have more local fundraisers and events throughout the year.

Think Chic,
Not Freak
by Marsha K. 0 Ison
Contributing Writer
hatever
happened to the
days when men
and
women
spent time on their wardrobes?
Men tipped their hats to greet,
while women decked them-

W

selves from head to toe in
streamlined suits, sharp overcoats and glamorous looks that
would stop a freight train.
Times change and well...so
does fashion. Real (chic) glamour -truly had its roots during
the silver screen era, stars like
Humphrey Bogart and Laurent
Bacall radiated with ultimate
taste and style, while other
such as Clark Gable, Carol
Lombard, Laurence Olivier,
Vivien Leigh,· and Cary Grant
with Rita Hayword continued
to flood the movie theaters on

screen with exquisite fashion. toon characters, etc. etc.
The crowd was looking into
Comparing today's celebrities'
styles with those of the past is somethi11g very young and
not o_n ly pathetic, but a-farce!
cheap; now everyone wants to
Stars like Laura Dern, Bruce feel sophisticated-glamo~us! .
Willis, and others display poor Since then the clubkid atmosattempts and the average per- phere has died and looking like
son is usually seen in torn a "freak" was only a trend durjeans, T-shirts, and baseball ing the early 90s.
caps,
which
As we head
shows laziness
towards the year
2000, designers
and
fashion
The clubkid
cluelessness!
like
Thierry
What's going
Mugler and Jean
on?
atmosphere has
Paul
Gaultier
It seems that
have
ta~en
everything old
futuristic design
died and looking
to new and
is new again.
And why? Well,
unusual lengths.
designers are
But most of the
like a "freak" was
time our mainrunning out of
ideas and are
stream/ conservon ly a trend during ativehalfofsocilooking to the
ety finds it hard
past to renew
to accept new
loo.k s
that
the early 90s.
and innovative
would normally end up in a
_
designs or, any- .
Goodwill box or a pricey piece thing marked "different."
in a vintage boutique. This -Improving on your personal
explains the whole recycling of style and appearance is always
styles from the 30s/40s swing . a head turning event. Looking
crowd, 50s lounge mode, 60s slick and glamorous is not only
mod (think Austin Powers), 70s a self-esteem booster, but a confunk, 80s punk and new wave, fidence builder too! Looking
and today's mixed bag of 90s like a million bucks doesn't
grunge, hip hop, rave, and . have to cost you a million.
street themes. Young genera- Thrift stores, vintage and recytion Xers brought forth out- cled clothing _stores are abun- landish outfits frit for clubbing . dant in cities like Sant_a Cruz
over the last few years. These and San Francisco. It just takes
"clubutantes" conjured up a lot of know how and good
styles out of fun fur, plastic, fashion sense. Happy shop. sesame street themes, toys, car- ping!

Chic (tasteful)
Fur-trimmed coats • Slouch suits, pinstriped suits • Ethnic styling
• Leather suits (black) • Stilleto heels, square~toed loafers • Long
beaded, brocade dresses • Smoking jackets • Satin cocktail shifts
(dresses) • Capri pants • 60s Beatnik zipup boots • Sharkskin
suits • Long maxi skirts • Metallic pants, jackets • Cashmere •
Posing with cigarette, cocktail or martini in hand. Great attitude,
great clothes, great conversation, great hair , nails, eyebrows,
makeup and manners.

Freak (tacky)
Bad wigs (especially pink ones!) • Ankle socks with white pumps
• Using same purse with every outfit • Worn out Adidas bowling
bags • "Vegas" wannabe style • White Pee-Wee-Herman loafers •
Members Only jackets • Tank tops, faded worn out T-shirts •
Torn, thrashed, soiled Levis • R.u bber thongs • Wearing shoes,
pumps without hosiery• 70s revival tuxedo pow,der blue/peach

~
-

• Being seen in the same pair of PVC vinyl pants • 70s cut polyester
jackets, shirts • Pestering people, no manners or etiquette, asking
stupid questions, bothering the doorman, bad hair, nails, clot9es,
face, attitude, acting like an airheaded torn-up bitch'-
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CDA Ruling Raises New Internet
Questions

SC. mA..'C'ChlA..S
EP1SCOPA..L ChU)l..Ch
"A house of prayer for all people':

Sundays, Holy Eucharis~ at 8 a.m. and 1O am.
The Rev. Ann-Lining Smith, Vicar
1092 Noche Buena at Kimball, Seaside, Ca 93955
408/394-1744

The Lesbian Alliance
"The Newsletter is a fort.m for a visible lesbian community
which is social, supportive and empowering, encouraging
action, freedom of expression and connection for
Monterey County."
for additional information on events and subscriptions

call 648-4338

·
PO BOX4572
SALINAS, CA
93912
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right to define marriage as solely between a man and a
woman may win popular approval in the November
1998 statewide vote.
National groups, including Lambda Legal Defense
and - Education Fund (LLDEF), the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), the Hu~an Rights Campaign
(HRC) and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
(NGLTF) have already begun strategizing with local
grassroots activists on a public education campaign to
turn public opinion against the amendment and in
favor of equal rights for same-sex couples.
For more information contact Peg Byron (LLDEF
Director of Public Education) at (212) 809-8585.

As the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
(GLAAD) joins civil liberties and free speech organizations in applauding the Supreme Court's decision that Lesbian Asylum Victory:
found the vaguely-worded Communications Decency "Persecution Remains Persecution"
Act (CDA) unconstitutional, Internet filtering software
In the first asylum case regarding persecution based
and rating systems are now pos·
on sexual orientation to reach
ing a greater challenge for the
the federal court level, the 9th
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transCircuit Court of Appeals ruled
GLAAD found that the
gender community.
June 24 in favor of Russian les-.
In an effort to regulate the
bian Alla Pitcherskaia. The
new Sega Saturn game
Internet, filtering software has
ruling came after appealing a
become a standard feature on
previous ruling deeming that
technology platforms. As new
console uses an anti-gay
threats of forced psychiatric
companies form to meet the need
institutionalization, including
of regulaJion, anti-gay filtering is
shock treatment, did not concontent filter through its
starting to crop up.
stitute persecution because
Recently, GLAAD found that
the Russian government had
PlanetWeb
browser.
the new Sega Saturn game con"good intentions."
sole uses an anti-gay content filThe unanimous decision
At the same time,
ter through its PlanetWeb browsoverturning that ruling stated,
er. At the same time, Internet rat"Human rights laws cannot be
Internet rating
ing systems are also being creatsidestepped by simply couched in an effort for consistent reging actions that torture mensystems are also being
ulation.
tally or physically in benevo"GLAAD is here to work with
lent terms such as 'curing' the
companies to educate on the
victims .... Persecution by any
created in an effort for
importance of keeping gay, lesother name remains persecubian, bisexual and transgender
tion." According to Sydney
consistent regulation.
educational
and
support
Levy, Program Director of the
resources open and available,"
International Gay and Lesbian
said Loren Javier, Interactive
Human Rights Commission
Media Director for GLAAD.
(IGLHRC), "The ruling brings a measure of sanity to
For more information contact Loren . Javier at this case. It is just common sense that persecution is
(213)658-6775 ext. 18 or via e-mail at javier@glaad.org.
persecution, no matter what your intentions."
For more information contact Sydney Levy (IGLHRC)
Groups Face Long Hawaii Marriage
at (415) 255-8680.

Road Ahead
While Hawaii's high court reconsiders the constitutionality of forbidding same-sex marriage, a proposed
constitutional amendment giving the legislature the

News Briefs
McDonald's Doesn't Value
Valuable Families
On July 10 at 4 p.m. Valuable Families, a
Northampton, _Massachusetts organization for lesbian and gay parents and their
children, will hold a press conference to
express their outrage at McDonald's banning of the group from a national
fundraising initiative. In early June,
Valuable Families was invited to participate in the "Food, Folks and
Fundraising" program, in which
McDonald's hosts a dinner with a community non-profit and donates 15% of the
proceeds to the group. As Valuable
, Families made plans, local McDonald's
.....; representatives informed them that the
corporate headquarters had rejected the
organization, calling it "too contro'::ersial." This comes on the heels of

McDonald's support for Disney's workplace inclusion policy. "By rejecting our
children's participation in an event of this
kind, McDonald's has made it clear that
our families are not welcome in their
restaurant," said Valuable Families Board
Chair Jeannie Dewey. GLAAD Associate
Communications Director Liz Tracey
added,-"This is the second time in several
months that McDonald's has publicly
embraced diversity while shunning gay
people and their kids behind closed
doors. It is time for them to take a meaningful stance for inclusion."
In April, GLAAD uncovered an internal
advertising
report
stating
that
McDonald's had "traditionally avoided"
advertising on television programming
with gay-inclusive content. For more
information contact Jeannie Dewey
(Valuable Families) at (413) 367-9432 or
Liz Tracey (GLAAD) at (212) 807-1700 or
pgr. (800) 946-4646 pin# 1423527.

The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD)
is the nation's lesbian & gay news bureau and the only
national lesbian & gay multimedia watchdog organization.

Texas Lesbian Co-- parent
Can Seek Visibation Rights
According to a June 3 decision by a
Texas appeal court, same-sex co-parents
of children have the right to seek visitation rights. The Third Court of Appeals
found that Lisa Ann Fowler had the right
to seek visitation of her son, regardless of
her biological status with the child, 1'ased
on a state law saying visitation can be
legally sought by a person "who has had
actual care, control and possession of the
child for not less than six months preceding the filing of the petition." "From our
perspective, it's nationally significant that
a Texas appellate · court would not get
caught up in the issue of sexual orientation but in fact would look at the reality of
the relationship between Lisa Fowler and
her son," said Kate Kendall, executive
director of the National Center for
Lesbian Rights (NCLR). "The most
important fact is that she, with her part-

ner, raised a child. The child viewed both
of them equally as parents." For more
information contact Kate Kendall (NCLR)
at (415) 392-6257.

GLAAD Commends Black
Film Awards
During the first annual Black Film
Awards, 1997 GLAAD Media Award
nominee Set It Off garnered three awards.
Queen Latifah won Best Actress for her
performance as a bank robbing lesbian,
while F. Gary Gray won Best Director. The
film also received the Best Soundtrack
award. "It is wonderful to see such a lesbian-inclusive film being recognized by
the Black Film Awards," said GLAAD
Entertainment Media Director Chastity
Bono. "GLAAD congratulates Queen
Latifah and F. Gary Gray on receiving this
recognition for this significant, engaging
and provocative movie." For info contact
Liz Tracey at (212) 807-1700.

Gays & Lesbians Volley
Balls and Barbs In Carmel
festivities. On one recent Tuesday, four of
the 25 attendees sat on the sidelines
throughout, simply enjoying the hospitality of a local bartender who was serving
complementary "Volleyball Surprise
Punch." (Usually, it's just water or BYO).
In any case, the informally-dubbed
"Monterey Gay Volleyball League" has
become so popular this summer that a second evening - Thursdays - has been added
to the weekly line-up (which incidentally
barely allows the older participants to
recover from their bruises it's time to go
back for more!).
And now, for the real gluttons, there's
even talk of starting a Sunday tournament,

by Terry Beswick
Contributing Writer
oCo queers in the know are
spending this summer's
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings spiking, . lobbing
and basically volleying balls (and barbs)
at each other on the beautiful white sands
of Carmel Beach. Many of the 20 - 40 gay
men and lesbians who show up regularly
do not mess around - they are serious
about winning - even if it is just pick-up
volleyball.

M

Others, however, seem inclined to
expend most of their energies hurling
rather catty remarks ("Don't break a nail,

girl!," or "Ooo, she almost lost her wig on
that one!") over the net. Occasionally, these
bouncing, rapid-fire witticisms even manage to rise to the level of high camp.
But only a few hardy souls are really able
to both play and cut up well, and at the
same time, which seems to be the real challenge of this local sporting event - not getting hit in the head by d. ball because you're
laughing too hard or trying to think of a
good comeback.
And then there are those few who don't
even play at all - they like to watch, prefer. ring merely to fake in the views of all the
handsome, young, scantily-clad men and
women, as well as the fabulous sunsets
that often signal an end to each evening's

perhaps with competing teams sponsored
by Monterey's After Dark and the
Lighthouse Bar and Grill. (Can I design the
.miforms??)
Volleyball veteran Benji Dockery say,i
that the gay games have been going on
since the late 180's, though most of the current crop are more recent recruits. Dockery
says that he is the "longest surviving member" who has played since the early days.
"There was a more mature crowd back
then," he said. "Now there's a much
younger crowd." Just as he spoke, he
noticed a young man watching from the
fringes of the group, clearly tempted to join
~

~

"Hey!" he called out to him. "Wanna
play?" "Sure!" the kid replied, as he ran
over and dropped his pack by the side of
the court. His name was Biff, or something
like that. From Modesto, he was a surprisingly good player, and appeared to be
enjoying himself immensely, but unfortunately had to quit after a couple games
when his mother found him ...
Players generally range in age from early
20's to late 30's; skill levels vary from
beginner to advanced, the latter often
assuming the role of team captain, gently
coaching new recruits on the finer points of
. keeping the ball in the air, and hopefully in
bounds.
Another newcomer, Pacific Grove resident Joe Aguiar, showed up for his first allgay volleyball experience recently. "The
location was spectacular. They're very gay
and friendly. They can be a little catty, but
it was all in g0od spirits," he says. "I'll be
back."
"I come for the jokes, the bitching and
laughing," says Nique, who began playing
last summer. "Actually, I enjoy playing the
game, but we also banter with one another.
It's a great way to socialize in a relaxed setting."
Usually there are at least a few fierce les:
bian volleyball warriors in evidence,
although these women reportedly tend to
stay home in cloudy weather. No explanation has been given for this phenomenon...
Gay volleyball is free, unstructured and
open to all gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer and/ or questioning persons.
Any attire is considered acceptable within
legal limits (press-on nails and heels are,
however, discouraged). The madness continues Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6:00
to around 9:00 p.m. until late summer·
when it gets too dark to play in the
evening.
..
But who knows? Maybe this year practice
will continue year-round in preparation for
Gay Games V (http://www.gaygames.nl),
schecluled for August 1- 8, 1998 in
Amsterdam, where 300 volleyball teams of
six each from around the world are expect..
ed to participate at 10 different levels (five
for men and five for women).
Unfortunately for gay Monterey volleyball enthusiasts, medal-winning teams will
reportedly be judged not on the basis of
their acerbic wits, but on their prowess at
volleying volleyballs.

Terry Beswick is a local writer, actor, and smallbusiness owner. He is currently nursing his
bruises, physical and emotional, from playing
gay volleyball.
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The Political Climate:

employees differently based on their
employee's private legal status.
Second, with opinions shifting, it is likely
that there is no public relations price to be
paid for offering domestic partners benefits, as the Southern Baptists are in the
process of helping us prove. We must make
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South ern Baptists! ::::::::::ew::a::p::
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by John Laird
Contributing Writer

,

.
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domestic partners benefits are good business. Any business that is not offering
domestic partners benefits is not being
s my own response to the anti- 49ers. This has made benefits a matter of competitive, and risks losing some of its
gay, anti-I?isney actions of the competition. Disney and other companies best employees to other concerns.
Fourth, we have to remind employers
Southern Baptists, I'll probably are reported to believe that they cannot
afford to lose good employees to other
that many myths about
be buying my
businesses with better benefits packdomestic partners
niece and nephew's
ages. Who would have forebenefits are just
holiday gifts thfa
seen that the struggle for
that. There is
year at the local
domestic partner covnot a disproDisney Store.
erage would have
p o rti ona te
But while the
been advanced to
cost in covnewspapers
have been feaering the
partners of
turing
the
rhetoric
of
employees.
Fifth, we
twelve thoumust orgasand
angry
Southern Baptists
nize politicalWe have to remind
ly toward this
as they passed the
goal-at the local
Boycott Disney resoemployers that many myths
and
state
level.
lution, the story was reala_bout domestic partners
Previous organizing has gotten
ly shaped by the actions of othlocal · public employersers well before the_convention.
benefits are just that.
Monterey and Santa Cruz
The story's erniing isn't written
City and County, the Transit
yet, and the question is
District, Cabrillo, Hartnell
whether we or the Southern
There is not a
and Monterey Peninsula
Baptists will be the ones who
College-to offer benefits.
will do it.
disproportionate cost in
Those successes have influDomestic Partners
enced this debate.
covering the partners of

A

Benefit

The Southern Baptists were
responding to the momentum for
d6mestic partners insurance coverage..
A growing number of big companies and
small governments across the country offer
domestic partner benefits, changing the
nature of the debate.
It's hard to believe that it's been ten years
since the City of Santa Cruz first offered
domestic partners coverage to its employ-'
ees-the third city in the state (and country) to do so. A few years later, San
Francisco voters barely passed a domestic
partners ballot measure (Yes, it barely
passed in San Francisco!).
The attitude of the general public has
changed markedly. In February, a pollster
asked over one thousand California adults
whether they supported granting "financial dependence status to domestic partners to receive benefits such as pensions,
health and dental care coverage, family
leave, and death benefits?" Fifty-nine per
cent said yes, and thirty-five per cent said
no.
In the same poll, voters opposed samesex marriage by a similar margin. In part it
is the marriage debate that has made
domestic partners benefits acceptable to
the mainstream. It is now the moderate
position.
~ has been reported that over 13% of
employers nationally have signed on. In
Northern California that includes Apple,
IBM, Genetech, Microsoft, Borland, MCA,
Bank of America and the San Francisco

employees.

the
point that
its a factor in free market competition for
good employees?
A recent story in the Santa Cruz Sentinel
reported that as Santa Cruz Operations
(SCO) was contemplating first offering
domestic partners benefits, they started
receiving many requests from their
employees to do so. Those requests appear
to have had a major influence in their decision.

The Haves
The state Public Employees
Retirement Board(PERS) has taken
action, as has the California legislature, to recognize domestic partners in
benefits and other arenas. In each case,
final approval was blocked by Gov. Pete
Wilson. He will be leaving office in 1998,
and we should back only candidates who

Fears Unfounded
The same story also reported that many
fears about domestic partners benefits
were unfounded. A recent study has
shown that providing health benefits to
domestic partners of employees costs
about the same as to legally-recognized
dependents. This is not a new trend. The
City of West Hollywood conducted a similar review about five years ago with the
same result.
How can we write the rest of this story
the way we would like to see it go?
First, we have to keep the debate going
our way by making the point over and
over --companies that do not offer domestic partners benefits are compensating their

,,,,

would take the actions that Wilson has not.
San Francisco has developed a novel
approach. Any entity receiving city money
in a contract must offer domestic partners
benefits to its employees to continue
receiving City money-bringing the 49ers,
United Airlines, and the Bank of America
into the fold.
A similar policy should be a political goal
for Monterey and santa cruz City and
County government, but we are not there
yet. It will take a year or two of hard political organizing-backing winning candidates that support this, gathering endorsements in the community, and building a
local dialogue-to be able to enact such a
policy and maintain it once passed.
In the ·ideal world we would be organize
a local "Domestic Partner Project", with the
goal of having all businesses in Monterey
and Santa Cruz County offer domestic
partners benefits ten years from now. We
would develop "how to" kits to show personnel departments how to do the nuts
and bolts work.
We would organize .among employees of
large businesses to lobby their bosses. We
would gather endorsements from a coalition of community groups. We would write
letters and present studies of local companies that successfully offer domestic partner benefits. We would build the political
base for local governments to take the next
steps.
Because we haven't done that yet, you
have to be the "Monterey and Santa Cruz
Domestic Partner Project" for now. Let
your employer know you want to be compensated equally with other employees.
Point them to companies from whom they
can model programs. Get other employees
to ask for benefits as well. Tell your elected
representative that you think this is a good
idea. Tell everyone the Southern Baptists
have sent you.
And above all, be out as you do it.
Waiting for someone else didn't get us the
attention of the Southern Baptists. And by
taking action we show we won't concede
any ground to their resolution. It's up to us
to write the rest of this story.
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New Federal Guidelines For HIV
Treat·m ent Rele'· a-se· d

New Approach and Warnings Could
Alter Therapy for Many

by Walt Senterfitt

Changing Therapy

or modify antiretroviral treatment regimens.
As rates of disease progression differ among
Once again recognizing that there are no
hard and fast rules for everyone, the panel individuals, treatment decisions should be
U.S. Public Health Service on June suggested the following criteria as reasons to individualized by level_.of risk indicated by
20 released a draft of new guidelines seriously consider changing combos: less than ·p~asma HIV RNA levels aI).d T-cell counts. The
for treatment of HIV infection in a 10-fold (1.0 log) drop in viral load by 4 use of potent combination antiretroviral theradults, accompanied by a statement weeks after starting therapy; failure to sup- apy to suppress HIV replication to below the
of principles for treatment that should help press viral load to undetectable levels by 4-6 levels of detection of sensitive plasma HIV
explain the guidelines, and also help clini- months after starting a therapy (unless levels RNA assays limi~ the potential for selection of
cians adapt the guidelines as new drugs come were extremely high, like over a- million, to resistant HIV variants, which has been the
reason
previous
antiretroviral
on line. Each of these forty-page documents start with); detectable viral load at least twice main
was prepared by a panel of experts and com- in a row after having once been undetectable monotherapies and two-drug combos did not
munity representatives. There is now a 30-day on this combothis pattern suggests develop- work very well for very long in ·most people.
period for public comment on the guidelines, ment of resistance; any significant increase, Therefore, the goal of therapy should be
before they are revised (if necessary) and confirmed by repeating the test, defined as 3- . undetectable viral loads.
The most effective means to accomplish lastprinted as a special supplement to the Centers fold (0.5 log) or greater, from the lowest viral
for Disease Control's weekly newsletter, load achieve4 by the combo ·one is on, and ing suppression of HIV replication is simultaMMWR (Morbidity and Mortality Weekly which is not explained by another infection, neous (that means, not alternating or sequenReports).
vaccinc,1.tion or change in type of viral load test tial) use of combinations of effective drugs
Many of us will want to comment critically or lab; persistently dropping T-cell count; or which are new to the particular individual
on one or another particular in these guide- clinical deterioration, such as a new 01, and are not cross-resistant to drugs the person
has previously taken.
lines, but most community observers think appearance or re-appearance of wasting, etc.
Each of the antiretroviral drugs in a combithey will be very helpful overall in ensuring
When changing therapies, the panel undermore widespread access to the best treatments scored that, if at all possible, all three or least nation regimen should always be used at optifor HIV+ people. There are few surprises for two of the drugs should be changed at the mum schedules and dosages. The available
antiretroviral_ drugs are limited in number
those who get care from HIV specialists in an same time.
and mechanism of action, and cross-resistance
urban epicenter of the epidemic like Los
between specific drugs has been documented.
Angeles. But for the tens of thousands in When To Start Treatment
Therefore, each change of regimen limits one's
smaller cities and rural areas, in HMOs and
The panels agreed that anyone with sympoverstressed public health systems, in prisons tomatic HIV infection should be treated, future options.
Women should receive optimal antiretroviand shelters, the guidelines provide advocates including any AIDS-defining illness, thrush or
strong ammunition with which to fight for unexplained fever. They agreed that anyone ral therapy regardless of pregnancy status.
The same principles of therapy apply to
state-of-the-art care as·a basic right. They will who is without any symptoms (asymptomatic
also help all of us in making sure that. so- in medicalese) should be offered treatment if both HIV-infected children · and adults,
called "third-party payers" (insurance compa- the CD4 or T-cell count is under 500 or if viral though the treatment of children involves
nies, state and local governments, and the fed- load is more than 10,000 (on the Chiron bDNA unique virologic, pharmacologic and
eral government itself, who foot the bill for test) or more than 20,000 (on the Roche PCR immunologic considerations.
medicines and medical monitoring) pay for test). The strength of this "offered" recomPersons with acute primary HIV infection
all the dn,1gs that are needed as well as viral mendation was advised to be calibrated by · should be treated with combination therapy
load monitoring tests.
looking at the tables from the MACS data to suppress viral load to undetectable levels.
which shows the predicted time to full-blown HIV-infected persons, even those with viral
What's In Them
AIDS for -different baseline levels of T-cells loads below detectable limits, should be conAn attractive aspect of these guidelines is taken together with viral loads. [Note: This is sidered infectious to others and should be
that they offer flexibility for individual assess- the best characterized and longest-followed counseled to avoid sexual and· drug-use
ment and patient and physician choice, rather group of infected people, but is all male and behaviors that are associated with transmisthan a one-size-fits-all cookbook. The docu- virtually all white, so any . ' gender or sion or acquisition of HIV and other infectious
ment recognizes that experts continue to dis.:. racial/ ethnic differences would not be taken pathogens.
agree on some key points, such as exactly into account.] If asymptomatic and with more
when in the course of infection .to start thera- than 500 T-cells and with viral load less than How To Get the
py. In cases of disagreement, the panel pre- 10,000 (bDNA) or 20,000 (RNA PCR), some Documents and Comment
sents its best consensus or dominant opinion experts would delay treatment and observe
The guidelines and statement of principles
but also clearly explains the difference of · the person every 34 months and others would
documef).ts are both available on-line at the
opinion and evidence for each viewpoint.
start treatment immediately. The report also CDC National AIDS Clearing House
The consensus on what therapy is best, lists the potential risks as well as potential
whenever it is started, is quite clear: a three ben~fits of starting treatment early. It recom- (http:/ /www.cdcnac.org) and at the NIH
AIDS Treatment Information Service
drug regimen containing a potent protease mends occasions when viral load tests should
inhibitor (meaning Crixivan,. Viracept or be done and how often they should be repeat- (http:/ /www.HIVatis.com). They are also
available at Being Alive and no doubt at many
Norvir but not Invirase alone) and one of the ed for different purposes.
other HIV resource centers in the area. Written
following recommended combinations of
This is key, since there has been resistance in comments (only) should be submitted before
"nukes": AZT plus ddl, d4T plus ddl, AZT many jurisdictions and by many insurers to
July 21 to HIV/ AIDS Treatment Information
plus ddC, AZT plus 3TC, and d4T plus 3TC.
paying for adequate viral load monitoring.
Service, P.O. Box 6363, Rockville, MD 20849It cautions that for the two options contain- _
6303.
ing 3TC, it is critically important that the Summary of the Principles
combo as a whole suppress viral load to undeof Therapy
tectable (less than 500 copies per ml) levels or
The "Principles" .panel laid out a case for
else resistance to 3TC is likely to
develop within a very short time, two to each of the following 11 points as basic princifour weeks. The following nuke combinations ples to guide HIV treatment: Ongoing HIV
This card entitles the bearer to one
should not be used together in any cocktail: replication leads to immune system damage
AZT plus d4T, ddC plus ddl, ddC plus d4T, and progression to AIDS, HIV infection is
(1)free HIV test through any of
always harmful, and true long-term survival
and ddc plus 3TC.
the agencies listed on this card. ·
free of clinically significant immune dysfuncIt also strongly recommends against any
tion
is
unusual.
monotherapy (using only one antiviral of
Courtesy of the Man-to-Man Project
Plasma HIV RNA levels indicate the magni- whatever type). Also listed as "not generally
recommended" are combos of two nukes only. tude of HIV replication and its associated rate
As alternative regimens for those choosing of T-cell destruction, while T-cell counts indinot to start with the preferred formula, the cate the extent of HIV-induced immune damguidelines recommend, either Viramune- (an age already suffered. Regular, periodic meaNNRTI, nevirapine) or Invirase (a protease surement of plasma HIV RNA levels and Tinhibitor, saquinavir) and one of the nuke cell counts is necessary to determine the risk
of disease progression in an HIV-infected
combinations in the recommended list above.
individual and to determine when to initiate

.The

Special to The Paper

MCA]? to Choose
New Exec. Dir.
The Board of Directors of the Monte~y
County AIDS Project (MCAP) will choo1?e the
agency!s new Executive Director at its next
board meeting. Call MCAP at772-8200 or 3944747 for time and location.

MCAP's Volunteer Training
Schedule
MCAP Salinas:
Weds., July 2
Weds., Aug. 6
Weds., Sept. 3

MCAP Seaside:
Thurs., July 17
Thurs., Aug. 21 -~.
Thurs., Sept. 1s··.

Protease Linked to
Diabetes Risk
he
U.S.
Food
and
Drug
Administration has warned that
thousands of people with HIV/ AIDS
taking protease inhibitors should be
closely watched for an unexpected side effect:
diabetes. The FDA stressed that the estimated
150,000 Americans taking protease inhibitors
should not stop, because tlJ.e diabetes risk
appears fairly small.
But the FDA, investigating after complaints
from pioneering AIDS researcher Dr. Michael
Gottlieb and from Japan's drug regulators,
discovered 83 patients who contracted diabetes or high blood sugar or had those diseases suddenly worsen after they began tal<ing protease inhibitors. Six cases were lifethreatening, and 21 other patients needed
hospitalization.
The FDA ·urged patients to immediately
report to a doctor such symptoms as
increased thirst, unexplained weight loss,
increased urination, fatigue . and dry, itc!iy
skin. As many as 1 in 1,000 patients who take
protease inhibitors may be at risk, said FDA
medical officer Dr. Jeff Murray.

T

HIV Info On the Net
The University of · California at San
Francisco (UCSF) has launched "HIV InSite."
[http:/ /hivinsite.ucsf.edu] Billed as "the only
website in existence that contains research
written, edited and maintained by frontline
AIDS researchers," the service features a stateby-state directory of information and
resources -- encompassing medical, prevention, and social issues. Since its recent dehwt,
"HIV InSite" has already metered over 200,000
hits.

r--------------------------------,I
FREE HIV TEST

Monterey County Health Department.call:
647-7670 Peninsula
755-4512 Salinas
Monterey County AIDS Project, call:
394-4747 Seaside
772-8200 Salinas
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LOVE, ROMANCE & FUN
Meet that special person!
· Set up your own personal message.

1-900-287-0467 Ext. 7767
$2.99 per min.
Must he 18 ,yrs
Serv-U (619) 645-8434

Straight-acting My Ass
elcome to the Monterey
Museum of 'Straight-acting'
Gay Men. On your left is
Exhibit I, as you will see from
here, this is the 'Jock-Gay', he is the guy
-who uses sports as a way to get into bed
with men who are 'rough'. This is a good
way to get laid due to the fact that most of
these men are closeted, or 'Macho Straight"
(in other words, I can flick you and you can
suck me but that's about it since I don't
want to question my masculinity, thank
you), type of gay.
Exhibit II holds the 'Carmel Gay': This is
the, "Oh my parents are so rich, I inherited
a lot of money, I try not to be so fey butl
wear the latest preppy fashions, and you
want to sleep with me, don't you rough
and-tumble ironworker", type of gay guy
who knows everyone at the bar, gets
hugged 'a LOT by various passing beautiful
nten who have had him or are just as snotty so they ·connect. They usually look down
upon the 'Disco Diva Gay' because they
find him to be too showy, too gay, and if he
took him home, would be afraid that he
would be too 'femme acting' in public the
next morning when they are having breakfast in a very expensive restaurant by the
ocean.
Exhibit III holds the 'Monterey Gay'. This
is the guy who continuously worries about
appearing 'gay' in public. He is always
looking at straight men's fashions and
emulates to a tee (backward baseball caps
anyone?, extreme tight-ass jeans, darlingn~1 god, how do you breathe? Flannel anything). He wants his men to be rough but
he is usually a 'top' (what the flick has sex
turned into?), and tells you aloud in public
if your mannerisms are too effete and how
you need to change, (Fuck you, sister. You
should never allow anyone to tell you to
change in my opinion. If a man does,, then
he is ·the one with a 'shame complex' and
he is the one who needs to change not you.
He needs to be more proud of his homosexuality instead of about what other people may think since no one should live their
life based on the opinions of others. DUMP
THE BASTARD ) and tell him to call you
when he's really-OUT and PROUD).
And finally, Exhi,bit IV holds the 'Gym
Gay' who gives new meaning to the word
'sp9tting'. The gym gay will cruise you to
death in the gym especially if you have a

W

23 y.o. Athletic, Fit Bisexual medical grad student moving to Monterey in late August. Seeking
safe, secure, gay /bi male with similar interests and
age to room with. Can help with rent. Sincere
replies only, please. (Respond to #040205)

Women Seeking
Women

New in U.S. 19 yr old East European gay boy ISO
a "sister" ot two to become better grounded in the
new country. I could even play boyfriend for your
family. Wouldn't you like a non-sexual relationship
with a boy? Box Holder, P.O. box 1064, Carmel, CA
93921.

body that other 'straight-acting' homophobes will kill for. The Gym Gay worries
about his abs becoming flabby but is usually a slut who eats a lot of crap, and I don't
mean food, honey. To those I just have one
· thing to say, "A body is nothing without a.
mind"-GO BACK TO COLLEGE-GET A
LIBRARY ~ARD) Okay, I said it, I feel fine
now.
Now we approach the 'beginning of the
Monterey Museum of Out and Proud gay
men. These are the men who are not afraid
to be who they are: whether butch, femme,
screaming queers, dancing divas, ·daddies
boys, or fashion connoisseurs. These are the
Proud yourig and old gay men who detest
'homophobic straight-acting men' for being
such cowards. They equate 'straight-acting'
with oppression similar to the labels,
'white-acting', 'I only date blacks', 'Sorry,
but I am orily into sushi, etc.'. They resent
straightacting men for the fact that they are
ashamed to be gay (as if femme was the
only way to go-and believe me, there is
nothing wrong with being femme) and this
shamefulness is ·helping the homophobic
majority, to prevent them from attaining
full equal rights. As one queer one said,
'You are either with us or you are not, but
don't be with us just to fuck us". ENOUGH
SAID.

ISO Someone Who Wants to Road Travel
to Phoenix Area As a travel companion or just
one way (some finanncial assistance necessary).
Leave here Aug. 18th, leave Phoenix area Aug.
26th, 1997. Me: GWM, 44. You: GM??? Send letters
to Rick. #040101
Truth in Advertising We as a people are locked
within our own shadows. Fear to say what we really want. What have you wanted? I know what I
want. I want to be: seduced by intellect, arrested by
words, harassed by silence, enveloped by the
sound, confonted by what you want. Energy only
two can share! So what do you want? Do my
words excite you? Age/race not important. What is
important, is your determiniation and willingness
to strive for a goal. So put pen to paper and write.
(respond to #030504)
In Search of Romance GAM, 18, 5'5", 135#,
into' music. I love singing. Looking for GWM,
romantic, gentle, sweet guy, for friendship and fun
or more. (respond to #030501)
·
Gay Asian Male 28, 6', 170 lbs. likes the outdoors, reading and gardening ...and a good laugh.
Your pie gets mine. Send response to Box 2574,

Submit your editorials to The Paper, 787 Laine
St. #5, Monterey, CA 93940. Please keep them
under 500 words. The Paper reserved the right
to edit all submissions for length and content . .

•

Sexy 39 yr old Femme Lesbian Physical
therapist would like to meet androgynous lesbian.
The qualities and desire are kindness and integrity.
Please be financially secure. My interests include
cultural events walking, dancing, golfing. I wo,uld
like to explore the Monterey area. (Respond to
#040203)
New Arrival to Monterey Area GWF (young
40's) hoping to meet that special lesbian who is
somewhat fit, professional, fun-loving to enjoy concerts, movies, dinner, tennis, long talks and walks,
or jllst quiet evenings together getting to know
each other or whatever you would like. If you are
caring, honest, sensitive, and into living your life
with your heart and head instead of by crystals,
chants, and horoscopes, please write to me. I'm a
little shy (we shy ones are the most romantic, you
know), but very caring, friendly, easy-going and a
good listener. Sure-would like to meet another
woman interested in building a life together,
through happy times and hard times, not into hopping around. If you're this kind of woman, I'd love
to hear from ya! (respond to #040206)
New In Town GWF, 21, Black hair/ green eyes.
Fem. In search of GWF under 25 who enjoys clubs,
punk shows, movies and who wants to show me
:where to find these things. Also in search of
friends. I don't know anyone out here. (Respond to
#040202).
Looking for a GWF 50-65 Adventure, fun,
laughs, travel, antique hunts to Native American
pueblos. NS/ND. Love cats and parrots. (Respond
to #040201).

All submissions are strictly confidential and are
run for three consecutive issues or as space allows.

Mail your responses to:
The Paper, 787 Laine St. #5 Monterey, CA 93940

Top 10 Compliments You
Can Hear at a Sex Club

NEED A PLACE
Wanted for Summer
.Room or cottage to rent. I am a 45 year old

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

You're not meant for a sex club, you're meant for a bed.
I'd like to take my time with you.
._
. You wereworth every bit of that $10 cover.
Every time I rinse my mouth with hydrogen peroxide,
I'll think of you.
Jesus, you could drive a Buick through that!
When I saw you poking through that hole in the wall, I
knew you were someone I wanted to meet.
You should talk to my therapist...he' s three stalls down.
Of the last five guys tonight, you were the best.
You can kiss me on the lips, too.
That's not my dick.

Latino who wants a break from my home in
Sacramento. Willing to helpout with chores or

Roommates Wanted

errands. Very responsible. Please call Ron (916)

The Paper will run
your roommate ads for
two issues for free.
Send them to us using
the Classifieds form.
We don't screen these
ads, so please check
references carefully.

684-4820.

HAVE A PLACE
New Monterey
Room in great 3bdrm house. $450 a month, 1/3
utilities and deposit. Excellent deck & view.
Must be reliable and responsible. Call Jorge or

With thanks to your friend Butch Persona who is rediscovering gay
life in the 90's.

-

,_

... ; : . ~ ~~~~ -;-,~~\k-~~J-~-

Monterey, CA 93942-2574.

Boys, Boys, Boys Attractive GWM, 6', 160#,
HIV-. Loves to worship your young, slim, sleek
form . .Let my experience show you new pleasures
in life, sens~al and more. Send letter w /your
desires and fantasies. Needing fulfilled, picture if
possible. 18 and over. (respond to #040204)

Gommentary

by Kassi Ydris
Contributing Writer

Men Seeking Men
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Michael. 648-0125.
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Help Wanted

Men's Resources -

HIV/AIDS Resources

PSYCHICS, TAROT READERS,
ASTROLOGERS

Man to Man

Monterey County AIDS Project

WORK AT HOME. FLEXIBLE HOURS $12$18 HOUR. IMMEDIATE HIRE. CALL
704-669-1841
SPIRIT CONNECTION.
shage@circle.net

Services

-

Offering a variety of sex positive programs and
events. Sponsor of Hot & Healthy safer sex parties,
gay male outreach and education. Contact Craig
Wenzl at 772-8202.

Gay Men's Health Coalition

Residential and commercial cleaning.
646-4691.

BAYMEC
Lesbian & gay political organization. Call 899-2263.

Gay Teen Alliance

After Dark

Grande Cypress Empire
A non-profit fundraising organization benefiting local
gay and AIDS agencies. 394-6846.

Integrity -

Moms for Moms
Support group for moms of people with AIDS.
Meets the 2nd & 4th Weds. of every month in
Monterey. Call 655-1737 or Jeanne Steinbach at 4842265.

A local group offering a variety of social activities.
Call 648-4338 for more information.

Eddie's

Metropolitan Community Church

Tuesdays are women's pool tournament nights,
Saturdays are lesbian nights. Large dan!=e floor
with DJ on Sats. Pool tables, games, friendly
crowd. 2200 North Fremont in Monterey. 375-6116.

Worship Time: 10 am, Sundays, Mariposa
Hall, 801 Lighthouse Ave, Monterey. (408) 459-8442.
lrmcc@geocities.com

Franco's Norma Jean

Social group open to all in Monterey-Salinas area.
P.O. Box 3264, Monterey, CA 93942. (408) 392-1482 or
(408) 646-0846, MontereyBayBears@usa.net

Lighthouse Bar and Grill
Newly remodeled, pool table, hot snacks, beer bust
on Sundays from 2 p.m. 281 Lighthouse Ave. in
Monterey. 373-4488. Open daily.

Women's Resources-

.

Women's cancer advocacy, resources and education, 457-CARE

Lesbian Therapy Group
For Lesbians coming out, becoming empowered,
wanting healthy relationships with self and others.
Weekly, fee charged. Call 648-4405.

Monterey Rape Crisis Center
Rape Crisis Line, 375-4357; North County Crisis
line, 633-5900; Office, 373-395~.

Bisexual Resources
Bisexual Support Group
Guided rap and discussion group. At the Billy
Defrank Center (see listing under "Community"),
293-2429

Women's Bisexual Network
Of Santa Cruz and the Greater Monterey Bay Area
427-4556.
.

Pet Support Progra.,.
MCAP pet-loss grief counseling and animal-assisted therapy for MCAP clients and their companion
animals. Call Terri Austin at 649-6283.

~

Monterey Bay Bears

Transvestite Resources ·

Mtry. County Health Department

Safe Cross Dressing In Carmel

HIV testing and other services. 755-4512

At least 3% of the heterosexual male population
has the need to express their feminine persona.
Thanks to bold people like Ed Wood, ''Tootsie",
Dennis Rodman, and many other.s, it is becoming
more sociany acceptable. For support, friendship
and safe, confidential, crossdressing experience in
the Carmel area call Society for the Second Self:
626-8008

_,

Monterey PFLAG
Parent's and Friends of Lesbians and Gays: Meets the
4th Tuesday of every month in Carmel. Call (408)
655-FLAG for info on meetings and speakers. Santa
Cruz Chapter (408) 662-4780:

The Paper
WomenCARE

D

Family, Friends, & Partners

Lesbian Alliance

" Alternative" dancing in the heart of Santa Cruz.
Dancing, full bar, mixed straight/ gay crowd . 923
Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, 423-7117.

Dancing, restaurant, full bar. Open Sats. 10639
Merritt St., Castroville (near the Wells Fargo Bank).
633-2090.

------------------- I
I
I'
Personal Ad:
.I
O Women Seeking Women
O Transgender
I
0 Men Seeking Men
0 Transvestite
I
I
0 Bisexual
O Other _ _ __
I
0 Alternative Lifestyles
I
(Men Seeking Women, Women Seeking Men)
I
I
I
I

Meets the 1st & 3rd Suns. of the month in Salinas at
7 p.m. Call Tom Sanguino £or location and more
info 655-4080.

Gay Episcopalian group. Call 484-2326.

Monterey County's only gay newspaper. Call Wes at
655-3756, or write to 787 Laine St. #5, Monterey,
93940. E-mail wes@mbay.net
http:/ /www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey I

Peninsula Professionals Network
Peninsula Professionals Network social group for
professional'men & women from the Central Coast.
Meetings held the 2nd Wednesday of the month. Call
Del or Donn at 659-2446.

Pride .of Monte_rey County
Responsible for planning and organizing Monterey's
Annual gay pride festiv,al and parade. Call 655-2045.

Flowering at The Blue Rose,

The Paper cannot process your ad without the following info:

So many who are rea_lly girls! Longing, frustration.
Blue Rose offers help to those really wanting to
come out. No meetings. B.R. parties at safe locations. Do you have a cozy home? Lessons on how
to become a transvestite. B.R. is actively bi, gay,
erotic. Ages 30-60. Non-dressers can be fun too!
Call Gayle 685-2309.

Name
Street Address
City

Transgender Resources

Santa Cruz Community Center
1328 Commerce Lane in Santa Cruz. A great resource
for all of your queer needs and a nice way to meet
some new faces. Publisher of "The Manifesto"
monthly newspaper. Call 425-LGBC.

462-3663

For Personal Ads:

Teen Resources

I certify that I am 18 years of age or older:
{OJ

Delinquency Intervention
Services

For Classified Ads:
I certify that the above information is accurate and complete:

11111J1Jj1J]JI

{OJ
(Signatu~e required)

LEGAL STUFF YOU SHOULD READ
Guidelines: Include any information about yourself
that you would like to share, but please note that The
Paper reserves the right to edit for graphic language or
reject any ad deemed offensive or negative. The Paper
will only consider ads submitted by persons 18 years
of age or older. No ads seeking persons under age 18
will be published. Disclaimer: Tile Paper holds or

The Paper will run your

community listings for

Name __________________________

free. If you are a nonStreet Address _ _.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

profit agency that caters

City __________State _ _lip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

to the gay community,
The Paper is a small but digitally savvy multimedia publication. The ever-evolving format is done
in Quark Xpress on Wes' aging Power Mac. Nondigital text from press releases, late night chats,
and that big guy at the bar with all the great ideas
is typed or OCR-ed via TextBridge. Photos are
scanned in via an Epson
ESlOOO-C
scanner
prior to being beauti.
fied (if possible) in
,Photoshop. Vector graphics are created in
Illustrator and Streamline. National news comes
via the Web and AOL, the latter of which the publisher maintains simply to keep his screenname.
Quark files are transferred via Syquest for output
direct to film at 1200 dpi at The Herald, which is
then sent on to the talented and cordial pressmen.

to The Paper at 787

E-mail fddress (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Laine St. #5, Monterey,

NOTE: Subscription rates apply only to mailing addresses within the
continental United States (but are still a steal). The Paper cannot fulfill
your subscription without the above information. It will be kept strictly confidential. Mail check(s) made payable to"The Paper" to 787
Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA, 93940. Subscription requests not accompanied by payment will not be accepted.

CA 93940. You can also
reach via e-mail at
wes@mbay.net
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ass.umes no responsibility for the content of personal
ads, nor to any reply received by the advertiser. The
advertiser assumes full and total liability for the content of the ad and all replies received . The advertiser
agrees that The Paper and its, employees are to be
indemnified of any liabilities, damages resulting from
the publication, or any costs or expenses (including
attorney's fees).

rl_
I
I
I
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Clip & mail this splendid form to · The Paper ,
787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA 93940

send your announcement

Home Phone

.

(Signature required)

649-6283

COMMUNITY
RESOURCE
LISTINGS

The Paper is delivered in a fashionably plain envelope.

Zip

Phone

Salud Para La Gente
Comprehensive health services and education in
· Spanish and English for the Pajaro Valley. Call 7633413 (voicemail).

State

Transgender Support Group

1 year (six issues) for $12

-

b

List Under:

Group meets twice a month in Salinas. Call the
Monterey County AIDS Project's Salinas office for
more information at 772-8200.

Dancing Thurs thru Sun, patio, full bar. Open M-F,
4:30 to 2, ~t-Sun, 8-2. 214 Lighthouse Ave., New
Monterey (near the Presidio, cross street Reeside)
373-7828. After Dark Info Line, 373-8470.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Classified Ad
Community Resource

Salinas HIV+ Support Group

For lesbian, gay, bisexual, and questioning youth
under age 25. Call Craig at 772-8202 for info.

Blue Lagoon -

For men and women. Group meets every 2nd and
4th Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Monterey County AIDS
Project's office in Seaside, 780 Hamilton. Call
MCAP for more information at 394-4747.

}-

Classifieds
r
&
D
D

Peninsula HIV+ Support Group

ACLU for Monterey County

Nightclubs & Bars

I
I
I
II
I

Proceeds go to benefit locals with HIV/ AIDS. 485
Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. To donate or for more
information, 647-7100.

373-4491 or 373-0823

www.womengolfers.com or (415) 964-8219 for info.
Easy going, fun events. Beginners welcome. By For
Women Golfers.

Services for those with HlV / AIDS. Volunteers
always welcome. 780 Hamilton, Seaside, 394-4747;
and 12 E. Gabilan St., Salinas, 772-8200. For volunteer information call 394-4747.

Red Ribbon Benefit Shop

-

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

Golf Tournaments/Trips

Deadline is the 1st before a print -date_

Housing and other services for HIV+ folks. Michael
Centff, 540 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 655-1737

Central Office. 373-3713 or 424-9874

Events

The Paper • July/Auqust 1997 .. • Paqe '19 ·

John XXIII AIDS Ministry

Providing information on local HlV issues, references. 649-2555

Community Groups

Jones Janitorial Service
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The whole run takes a matter of minutes on their enormous, cherry red full web press. Monterey's
Gay Homepage is updated bimo_n thly depending ·
on Wes' mood and uploaded to Monterey Bay
Internet's server, which the publisher also
employs for body surfing late at night. The layout _
staff works to Drag, kd tang;
Epiphany, Chaka Kahn._,
Cowboy, Erasure. Creative
_
inspiration and wild dancing
comes via limited but regular dose of girl drinks
and filtered, smelly Winstons. Distribution is
done from Wes' trusty Mitsubishi, which will go
for its annual wash whether it needs it or not. The
Paper is a 100% digital, 80% queer publication,
and the publisher remains unwed, Alan. We try
harder to keep you busy and bemused.
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Twin Set

s5

Full set .... $799
Queen set ... $899
King set .... $1199

·
.
fR~~

Recommended by Healthcare Professionals
Approved by Satisfied Sleepers

~i~~!~!e~!
any Beautyrest,
Backcare or Back
Supporter Set.)

fR~~
•

SET UP
OF NEW BED

DISPOSAL
OF OLD BED

fR~~
·

BED FRAME

1

'Ii( . :1,~
5
,<,.·~··::·

Adjustable Beds Are For Everyone!

,,.,,;c1:;t:"41x¥.,,,.or.>1~r1. ~~~ Between

CQstco & Marshalls in the Sand Dollar Shopping Center
844 Playa Ayenue • Sand City 39-3-2337 or 393-BEDS
Mon-Fri 10-7 • Sat 10-6 • Sun 10-5

Everyone who's ever dreamed of the ullimate luxury of a
custom·designed bed made 10 lit ihe most exacting of
specifications. Your own. Wrlh the mere touc11 of a but·
ton. you can create the bed of your dreams. In your
Adiustable Bed you're in control. Choose the perfect posi·
lion for watching your favo111e movie, delving into a great
new novel or just relaxing the day away. The variable
speed massage wrth timer mells your tensions into obliv·
ion. And. of course. be prepared tor an incomparable
night's sleep.
Go ahead and try it. There 's a world of comfort right at
your fingertips. You'll love yourself in the moming.

f11·.

MONTEREY COUNTY'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
IAM[RIO>.Ni

'Cl<S'RE~S

L

VISA'
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{with purc~ase of
any Beautyrest,
Backcare or Back
Supporter Set.)

MATTRESS GALLERY
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• Factory Trained Personel
• Non-Commission
·- Sales Staff
• Family Owned and
Operated

